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Abstract 
Fang, S.C., E.L. Peterson and J.R. Rajasekera, Minimum cross-entropy analysis with entropy-type constraints, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 39 (1992) 165-178. 
In this paper, we study the cross-entropy optimization problem with entropy-type constraints. A simple 
geometric inequality is used to derive its dual problem and to show the “strong duality theorem”. We found 
this geometric dual is a computationally attractive canonical program that is always consistent. A “dual-to- 
primal” conversion formula and a “dual perturbation” algorithm are also derived for computations. 
Keywords: Entropy optimization, information theory, geometric programming, probability inference. 
1. Introduction 
The inference of probability distribution is important in many scientific and engineering 
disciplines. Prior to Shannon’s creation ilf information theory, many, if not all, such inferences 
were made via either “LaPlace’s Principle of Insufficient Reason” or its extension via other 
scientific principles. Shannon [19] showed how to unify and generalize such extensions by 
maximizing the entropy previously introduced into physics in [2,5,10]. The resulting principle of 
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maximum entropy was further generalized in [14,15] to the principle of minimum cross-entropy 
for the case when an a priori distribution is known. 
To be more specific, let {q#}, i = 1, 2, . . . , II, be a probability distribution over a given finite 
state space E = (1, 2,..=, n} and {pi} be an a priori distribution that estimates {qi}. The 
“cross-entropy” or “discrimination information” between these two distributions is defined by 
E:=; !qt log(qi/p,). It is clear to see taat when the a priori distribution {pi} is a uniform one, the 
cross-entropy becomes -H(q) + log 11, where H(q) = - Cy= 1qi log qi is the entropy function 
01 the distribution ((I,}. 
When certain experiments or observations are made, the “principle of minimum cross-en- 
tropy” leads us to choose the one with the least cross-entropy among all those probability 
distributions which are consistent with the experiments and observations. This approach has 
been applied successfully to various fields including information theory, pattern recognition, 
statistical mechanics, thermodynamics, game theory, transportation and urban planning, actuar- 
ial scie&_ce, etc. But the previous studies were limited to the cases in which the results of 
experiments or observations can be represented as linear or quadratic constraints [Z,4,9,11- 
13,18,20,21]. 
In this paper, *e extend the scope of minimum cross-entropy analysis to include entropy-type 
nonlinear constraints as in [ 11. In Section 2, one simple geometric inequality is used to derive its 
dual problem with concave objective and linear constraints. The “weak duality theorem” is a 
direct consequence. Moreover, it is shown that the problem is equivalent to an optimization 
problem with simple lower bound constraints. Then, in Section -2, we prove the “strong duality 
theorem” (or “existence theorem”) for the minimum cross-entropy problem with entropy-type 
constraints. A dual-to-primal conversion is studied in Section 4. The converting formula 
constructs an “e-optimal” solution for the original problem once a corresponding dual problem 
is solved. Finally, a computational procedure is proposed in Section 5. This procedure allows us 
to use a general-purpose optimizer like MINOS [16] to solve the problem. 
2. Minimum cross-entropy problem with entropy-type constraints 
Assume that {p,” >O: i= 1, 2,..., n} is a given probability distribution and ek is a reai 
number, for k=O, l,..., r. The minimum cross-entropy problem to be studied in this paper 
has the following form. 
Program P. 
Minimize gU( q) = 2 qi log 
i= 1 
subject to q>O, &,.= 1, 
i= I 
and 
gk(q) = iqi log \<ek, k=l,2 ,..., r. 
i= I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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In other words, we are looking for the probability distribution that is “closest” to the a priori 
distribution {Pi” > 0: i = 1, . . , n} and within “e,-distance” of the known distributions {p,! > 0) 
in terms of cross-entropy. 
For easy cross-reference, we shall use some common notations that had been used exten- 
sively in the geometric programming literature (e.g., [6]). First we let In be the n x n-dimensional 
identity matrix and X be the column space of the (Y + l)n X n-dimensional matrix M defined 
bY 
iW=(I,, In ,..., In). (4) 
Hence each x E X is an (I- + l)n-vector that can be expressed in Cartesian product form as 
x l = X; =. +rk, where xtk is an n-vector, for k = 0, 1,. . . , r. Then it is a simple routine to check 
that Program P is equivalent to the following “primal” geometric pogram PGP. 
Program PGP. 
Minimize G,(x) = i xi” log 
i=l 
subject to G&) = ix: log 
i=l 
k=l,2 ,..., r, 
( ) 5 
(6) 
n 
+o, &“=l, for i=l,..., n, k=O, l,..., r, (7) 
i=l 
PSX. (8) 
To construct its geometric dual, correspcxling to each primal vector x, we define a dual 
vector y = Xizo yk, where y ’ is an n-vector, for k = 0, 1,. . . , r. In this way, y is a column 
vector of size (r + 1)n. 
Consider the arithmetic-geometric inequality used in [6]: 
I2 Pi exp(Y,) x’ 
iPiexP(YAa[Q{ } . 
i=l xi 
(9) 
This inequality is true for any Xi > 0, yi real and Ey= ,xi = 1. Taking the logarithm of both sides 
and simplifying it, we have 
xi iXiYi s iXi log p- + log 2 Pi exP( Yi) l 
i=l i= 1 0 ( I i=l I 
(10) 
With the understanding that 0 x log 0 = 0, the above inequality is true for all Xi >, 0, yi real and 
Cy= 1 xi = 1; and with equality holding if and only if pi exp( y,) = K X xi, for i = 1, . . . , n, where 
K is a constant. 
If we replace xi by x?, Yi by y? and p, by p,“, then 
n 
i x!y,F < c x,0 log xio + log i pi” exp(y;) . 
i=l i=l 0 ( pi” i=l 1 
(11) 
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Orr c?wr, for any A, > 0, replacing Xi by xf_ yi by y,“/h, and pi by pk then we have 
(12) 
for k = 1, 2, . . , r. 
For &,. ecr *asing to 0, we can show the following lemma. 
iim A, log[~ip~ exp( E)) = rn? yf, for everyy” E R,,. 
A, 40’ 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that yf = maxiy”. Then, 
A, log (i:l k CPi exP (s)) =A, log[exp( g)( id ew( “iy’) +Pf)] 
= A, log exp ( (s)) +A, log[ipF exp( “iy’ 
=j+ -A, log [&PF exP( yf;yf) +p:]. 
I I + P: 
Now, for any given y” E IF&, A, 2 0, since yf = maxiy”, we have 0 < exp((y” -y:)/h,) G 1. 
Hence 
Consequently, 
lim A, log 
A& -0’ 
and we complete our proof. q 
Now we can claim that inequality (12) holds for A, + O+ since the left-hand side is the 
average value of {yk} and the right-hand side becomes the maximum value of { $‘}. In other 
words, we have shown that, for k = 1, 2,. . . , n, 
for any yk E IR,, X: z 0, Cy&‘ = 1 and > 3 3. 
Suppose that Y is the null space of the matrix M, i.e., 
(13) 
Y={yERtr+lln: M'y=O}= yERt,+l,,: yF= - iy/,i=l,..., n . 
k=l 
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If we let x be a feasible solution to Program PGP and y E Y, A > 0, then we have 
(x,y)= i ix:yk=O, 
k=O i=l 
and 
C&(X) = ixI( log 
x; 
i ) if 
-e,<O, k-1,2...., r. 
j = 1 
Starting with (11) and applying (141, (13) and (15) sequentially, we can show that 
G,(x) = 2 x; log 
x; ’ 
i=l i ) Pp 
(14) 
(15) 
> -log 
i 
k P” exp( 3f) 
j = 1 
) - ~lAk~opi iPi exp( Z)) +e~]- (16) 
Based on this inequality, we can define a “dual program DGP” of Program PGP as follows. 
Program DGP. 
Maximize V( y, A) = -log i p: exp( yo) 
( i = 1 
) - ~l~~~og( _gb exP( E)) +~~~I 
(17) 
subject to M ty = 0, W 
h,aO, k= 1,2,.*., r. (19) 
There are several observations that can be made hp :e. First, as an immediate consequence of 
inequali~ (16) we can easily show the “weak duality theorem” as follows. 
Theorem 2. If x is a primai feasible solution of Program PGP and ( y, A) is a dual feasible solution 
of Program DGP, then V(y, A) < G(x). 
Second, by the definition of y E Y, we can easily see that Program DGP is actually 
equivalent to the following program of r(n + 1) variables with simple lower bound constraints. 
Program DGP. 
Maximize v( j5, A) 
= -log Cpj exp (i;l ’ (-ily”)) -~~l*[lOg(~p~ e’p(~)) +ek] 
subject to y: E R, 
(20) 
(21) 
A,>O, i=I,...,?& k=I&*=, r9 (22) 
where j7 = XL _~ 1 y k. 
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From here, we see there is always a feasible solution that is in the relative interior of the 
dual feasible domain. Such a solution is called a “canonical solution” as defined in [6]. 
Therefore, we know that the following result is true. 
Theorem 3. Program DGP is a canonical program that is always consistent. 
The third observation is a direct consequence of the first two. 
Theorem 4. If Program PGP is consistent, then Program DGP has a finite optimum value. 
Notice that Program DGP has trivial constraints, but its objective function v( y. A) is neither 
convex nor concave over the feasible region. In order to utilize the theory of convex analysis 
[6,9], in proving the strong dua!ity theorem we shall focus on Program DGP. Just like other 
geometric duals 16-81, it is easy to see that V( y, A) is concave over the feasible region of 
Program DGP. However, it is not differentiable at the boundaries of the constraints A, >, 0, for 
k = 1, 2,..., r. This issue could cause numerical difficulties in computation and it will be 
explicitly addressed in later sections. 
3. Strong duality theorem 
Since the dual program DGP is a concave program with simple linear constraints, this makes 
the dual approach very attractive. However, as we observed in the last section, the dual 
problem is nondifferentiable at some of its boundary points. In order to take full advantage of 
the dual approach, we apply the recently developed “controlled dual perturbation” method 
[7-91 to perturb constraints (22) away from its boundaries by a well-controlled positive amount 
I,, for k = 1. 2,. . . , r, and construct the following “perturbed dual” program. 
Program DGPW. 
Maximize V(y, A) = -log log 
[ i 
n 
c Pi” exP 
j = 1 
+ PK I 
(23) 
subject to M’y = 0, (24) 
A,&>O, k=l,2 ,..., r, ( 5) 2 
where all notations are defined as before, and those positive 1,‘s are called “perturbations”. 
Notice that Theorem 3 indicates Program DGE’ s canonical with a feasible solution ( y ‘, A +) 
such that Ak+ > 0, for k = 1, . . . , r, so we can choose a perturbation vector I= U,, . . . , I,), with 
A; >, I, > 0, for k = 1, . . . , r. In this way, the corresponding Program DGP(1) is always feasible. 
Moreover, Program DGP(1) has a concave differentiable objective function with linear con- 
straints. This makes the dual approach very fzvorabie since any general-purpose optimizer like 
MlNOS can be used to solve it without much difficulty. However, we have to show that there is 
no duality gap before we develop a computation procedure. 
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The following theorem states an important fact usually described as the “strong duality 
theorem” or “existence theorem” in literature. 
Theorem 5. If Program DGP has a finite supremum, then Program PGP is consistent. Moreover, 
for any given E > 0, we can choose a proper perturbation vector I(E) = (I(+, . . . , I(E),) with 
h), > 0, for k = l,..., r, such that the perturbed dual program DGP(l( E)) has an optimal 
solution ( y, A) and Program PGP has a feasible solution x satisfying the condition 0 < G(x) - 
vt y, A) Q E. 
Proof. Let (y+, A+) be a feasible solution of Program DGP with hk+ > 0, for k = 1,. . . , r, and 
consider Program DGP(I) with I, < Ak+. Since Program DGP has a finite supremum, so does 
Program DGP(Z). Now, consider the Lagrangian defined as 
L = V(Y, A) + c pk(& -lk) + Y'M'Y, (26) 
k=l 
where y (a column vector of size n) and pk 2 0, k = 1, 2,. . . , r, are Lagrange multipliers of the 
constraints (24) and (25), respectively. 
For the differentiable concave program DGP(I), there exist solutions to the following 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions: 
aL PP ew( ~0) 
-=- 
aY/ CS,lpi” ew(yi0) I 
+Y’Mi=O, for i= I,..., n, 
aL P” ew( yk/&) 
-=- 
aYik Cy= 1 P; ew( YjVAk) I 
-I-y’Mi=O, for i=l,..., n, k=l,2 ,..., r, (28) 
aL EL 1( Y,%~)P~ exp( .$/A,) 
ah,= gL 1 Pi" exp( Y/Y,) -lw( j+* ew( 2)) --ek+k=O, 
fork=1,2 ,..., r, (29 
pk(Ak-lk)=O, k=1,2 ,..., r, PO) 
/+a09 k = 1, 2 ,..., r, (31) 
plus conditions (24) and (29, where Mi (a column vector of size n) is the ith column of matrix 
Mt. Also notice that from (4), we know M’ is an n x (r + 1)n matrix whose ith, (n + 
i)th ,..., (rn +i)th co1 umns are identical. 
Let x= x&O xk, where xk is an n-vector with 
Xik=YtMi, for k=O, l,..., r, i=l,2 ,..., n. (32) 
Then, by definition (4), we know x E X (the column space of M). Moreover, by conditions (27) 
and (28), we know X: > 0 and &x~ = 1, for k = 0, 1,. . . , r and i = 1,. . . , n. In addition, 
condition (28) implies that 
pk 5XP( Yk/AJ 
” = xy= 1 pf exp( yF/Ak) ’ fork= l,..., r, i=l,..., n. (33) 
iience we have 
log($)=f-log[ipFexp($l. 
Plugging (33) and (34) into condition (29) we have 
n 
x+log&.$ exp 
i=l 
Hence, 
i xi” log < + 
i=l [ 01 Pi 
= 0. 
But X:=,x; = 1, so we know 
(37) 
Since pk > 0 is given by condition (31), we know condition (6) is satisfied by this vector x. 
Hence Program PGP has a feasible solution x. 
To prove the second part of this theorem, let us consider the right-hand side of the 
Lagrangian defined by (261, since condition (30) holds and x and y are complementary, we 
have 
L = V(y, A). 
On the other hand, if we plug in the value of V(y, A) given by definition (23) to the right-hand 
side of (261, then 
L = -log ipp exp(y,“) 
i=l 
)-.$lAk[lo~(&$ex~(~)j+ek]i~~p,(l,--I,) 
+yW'y. 
By definition (32) and rearranging terms, we have 
v(y, A)=L= $&~-log j&F exp($) 
i=l i=l )I 
+[jI ( ~++Ak[log( Ad ,,p( $)) +ek) -pk)] 
- i &k* (38) 
k=l 
Applying equation (27) and noticing that Cy= 1 p! exp( y:) is a constant, we know inequality (11) 
becomes an equahty and the first part between brackets in (38) becomes G,(x). Similarly, by 
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applying (28) and noticing that Cy= 1 p,! exp( y,“> is a constant, inequality (12) becomes an 
equality for k = 1, . . . , r. Then equation (37) implies that the second part between brackets in 
(38) is 0. Hence, 
V(Y, A) =0(x! - lk FkZk* 
k=l 
By Theorem 2, we further have 
O~G&)--V(Y)= i&+& (39) 
k=l 
Now substitute the components of the vector (y’, A +) in inequalities (11) and (12). By adding 
these inequalities together and using condition (371, for k = 1,. . . , r, we have 
o+- x&&- V(Y+, A+) +G,(x). (40) 
k=l 
Substituting for G&X> from (39), we get 
0 G r, p&k+ -Z,) d V(Y, A) - V(Y', A+) G v- V(Y’, A+), 
k=l 
W! 
where V is an upper bound for the dual program as assumed for this theorem. 
Now, for any given r~ > 0, if we choose fk such that 
I, =f&) = 
v- V(y”, A+) -tE ’ 
foranyO<S<l, k=l,2 ,..., rV 
then there are two possible cases for considerations 
Case 1. If V- V(y’, A+) = 0, then, since I, = ah,+ and Ak+ -I, = (1 - S)h,f > G, for each k, ,FL~ 
in (41) has to be 0. Consequently, by (391, we have G,(x) - V( y, A) = 0. 
Case 2. If V- V(y+, A+) > 0, by (42), A; = [(V- V(y’, A+) + E)/ES]Z~. Plugging into (411, we 
obtain 
V-V(y+, A+) 1 
SE 
+ ; - 1. I, < V- V(y+, A+). 1 
This implies that Ci = *pkZk < SE < E. Therefore, by (39), we have 0 Q G~~~~ - V( y, A) < E. This 
completes the proof. ~1 
Now we can prove the “strong duality theorem” (or “existence theorem”) for our minimum 
cross-entropy problem. 
Theorem 6. Program PCP is consistent if and onfy if its dual programm DGP has a smite 
optimum value. IE this case, Prugrams PGP and DGP attain a common optimum vaZue. 
Proof. combining Theorems 4 and 5, we know Program PGP has a feasible solution if and only 
if Program DGP has a finite optimum value. Moreover, for any given E > 0, we can find feasible 
x and (y, A) such that 0 4 G,(x) - V(y, A) < E. Hence we have V(y, A) < V* d G* < G,(x), 
where V* and G* are optimum values of DGP and PGP, respectively. Consequently, 
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O<G*- c/* < G,(x) - V(y, A) < E, for any E > 0. Therefore, G* = V* and we complete the 
proof. 0 
4. Dual-to-primal conversion 
A dual-to-primal conversion formula is embedded in the proof of Theorem 5. If (y, A) is a 
solution to Program DGP( I(E)), from (27), (32) and (33) we know that 
xy = PO exp( Y") 
EYE I I$ ew( $) ’ 
for i= l,..., n, 
x” = 
P: ew( YF/A,) 
’ XI_, pi” exp( yf/hJ ’ 
fork=1 ,..., r, I=1 ,..., n, (44) 
form an e-optimal solution to Program PGP. Hence we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. For any given E > 0, if l(e) is defined by (42) and ( y, A) solves Program DGP(lW), 
then (43) and (441 generate and e-optimal solution to Program PGP. 
5. Computational issues 
Based on the results shown in previous sections, we outline a dual-based computation 
procedure as follows. 
Step 1. Given an E > 0, a dual feasible vector (y’, A+) with Ak+ > 0, for k = 1,. . . , n, and a 
dual upper bound V of V( y, A). 
Step 2. Choose a perturbation vector I( E) = (1(~)~, . . . , I( E),,) according to (42). 
Step 3. Find an optimal solution ( yk, A,) for the perturbed dual program DGP(I(& 
Step 4. Plug in ( y:, A,) into (43) and (44) to generate an c-optimal solution x; then 
0 <G,(x) - V(y, A) GE. 
Step 5. Stop. 
There are several observations that can be made here. 
(1) Notice that Program DGP(I) is equivalent to the following program. 
Program DGPW. 
Maximize 
subject to yib E R, 
A,>,l,>O, i=l,..., n, k=l,2 ,..., r, 
(46) 
(47) 
which has only simple lower bound constraints. 
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If y/ and A,, k = 1, . . . , Y and i = 1, . . . , n, form a solution to Program DGP(Z), then it is 
easy to see that y,?, yik and A, form a solution to Program DGP(Z), where 
r 
yo= - Cy/. 
k=l 
(48) 
(2) In Step 3, we can either solve program DGP(Z) or DGP(Z). The former one is a 
differentiable concave program with simple linear constraints while the latter is a differentiable 
nonconcave (and nonconvex) program with simple lower bound constraints. Compared to the 
primal yogram P, both of these two programs are relatively simple and attractive. We may use a 
commercial nonlinear optimizer, e.g., MINOS, to solve this dual problem. The additional 
customization of codes is minimal. From our experience it is advisable to solve program 
DGP(Z). Though it has linear constraints, the convexity property of its objective function will 
reduce the computational effort. 
(3) (y’, A+) in Step 1 can be easily chosen, since there are only lower bound constraints in 
program DGP. 
(4) Usually a dual bound V can be estimated easily. If it is not provided, we can always solve 
Program DGP(Z) with I, = hk+ first, with arbitrary hk+ and find a dual feasible solution. Then, 
we can use (43) and (44) to find a corresponding primal solution x* and dual upper bound 
‘I/= G&x*). 
To demonstrate the computation procedure, here we provide two examples. The optimizer 
used in solving the dual program in these examples is MINOS [16]. 
Example 8. In this example, Program P has 10 variables and single entropy constraint. 
Associated with the variables in the objective function, we have 
pO= (0.01,0.19,0.05,0.15,0.10,0.10,0.10,0.10,0.05,0.15). 
Associated with the variables in the entropy constraint, we have 
p’ = (0.05,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.15,0.15,0.15,0.15,0.15). 
The error tolerance for the single constraint is given by 
e, = 0.0002, 
and the error bound for the duality gap is given by 
E = 0.00001. 
The dual program DGP( I) can be easily verified as follows: 
Maximize V( y, A) = -log ) -A,[l,j !d exp( z)) +q] 
subject to [ ZlO, I,,] y = 0, A, > Z, > 0, 
where I,, is the identity matrix as defined in (4). 
First we need a dual upper bound Iv and a dual feasible solution. Since neither is provided, 
following the observation (4), we pick I, = 0.1 and solve program DGP(Z) via MINOS. This 
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gives us a dual solution ( y +, A ‘1 whose components are 
(1. 1.169496). (2, - 1.690627). (3, -0.393854), (4, - 1.461006), (5, - 1.067153), 
(6.0.000000), (7,0.000000), (8,0.000000), (9,0.673298), (10, -0.393854), 
(11. - 1.169496), ( 12,1.690627), (13,0.393854), ( 14,1.46 1006), (15, 1.067153), 
( 16.0.000000). (17,0.000000). ( 18,0.000000), (19, -0.673298), (20,0.393854), 
A,’ = 33.921. 
Its dual objective value V(y) = 0.25764. 
Now, we use (43) and (44) to find a corresponding primal solution x of Program PGP. Notice 
that x has 20 components, instead of 10 in Program P, and the values are 
(1.0.04811). (2,0.05234), (3,0.05038), (4,0.05199), (5,0.05139), 
(6,0.14940), (7,0.14940), (8,0.14940), (9,0.14646), (10,0.15114), 
(11,0.04811), (12,0.05234), (13,0.05038). (14,0.05199), (15,0.05139), 
(16.0.14940), (17,0.14940), (18,0.14940), (19,0.14646), (20,0.15114). 
Computing the corresponding primal objective value, we have G,(X) = 0.25764. Furthermore, 
we see that the constraint G~(x> = 0. Since the primal objective value is exactly equal to the 
dual objective value V(y), we have generated an optimal solution to Program P with qi = xi, 
i = l,..., 10, and objective value 0.25764, in one step. 
Example 9. This time, Program P has 10 variables and 2 entropy constraints. Associated with 
the objective function, we have 
p”= (0.01,0.19,0.05,0.15,0.10,0.10,0.10,0.10,0.05,0.15). 
Associated with the first entropy constraint, we have 
p’ = (0.05, 0.05,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15,0.15), 
and, associated with the second constraint, we have 
p’= (1).05,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.05,0.16,0.14,0.15,0.15; 0.15). 
Let the required error tolerances for the constraints 1 and 2 be 
e, = 0.0002 and e, = 0.0002, 
and the given error bound for the duality gap be 
E = 0.00001. 
Similar to Example 8, we see that the dual program DGP(I) becomes 
Maximize V( y, A) = -log g pi: exp( y:) 
i i=l 
-j+( jjd exP( s)) +e2] 
subject to [ Ilo, Ilo, I,,] y = 0, A, 2 I, > 0, A, 2 I, > 0, 
Step 1. First, we need a dual upper bound V and a dual feasible solution. Since neither is 
provided, following observation (4), this time we pick I, = 100.0, I, = 100.0 and solve Program 
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DGP(I) via MINOS. A dual solution ( y +, AC) is obtained with the following components: 
( 1,1.347289), (2, - 1.582501), (3, -0.254142), (4, - 1.347289), (5, -0.943841), 
(6,0.181414), (7,0.114981), (8,0.149306), (9,0.839004), ( 10, - 0.254142), 
(11,0.000000), (12, 1.464895), (13,0.800715), ( 14,1.347289), (15, 1.145565), 
(16,3.809863), (17, -2.833490), (18,0.598991), (19,0.254142), (20,0.800715), 
(21, - 1.347289), (22,0.117606), (23, - 0.546573), (24,0.000000), (25, -0.201724), 
(26, -3.991278), (27,2.718509), (28, -0.748297), (29, - 1.093147), (30, -0.546573), 
G = 100.0, A,+ = 100.0. 
Similar to Example 8, we use the dual feasible solution ( y +, A +) to find an upper bound 
V= 0.26912 and V( y ‘, A +) = 0.26371. Notice that the duality gap is 0.00541, which is not 
within the given E = 0.00001. Hence, we go to the next steps. 
Step 2. Equation (42) provides a perturbation vector I(E) = (0.184111, 0.18411). 
Step 3. The solution ( y:, hk) to the perturbed dual program DGP( I( E)) is obtained via MINOS. 
The components are 
(1,5.791906), (2,2.881831), (3,4.201251), (4,3.115461), (5,3.516194), 
(6,4.634242), (7,4.567501), (e, 4.601984), (9,5.287042), (10,4.201251), 
(11, -3.811377), (12, -2.372975), (13, -3.025143), (14, -2.488454), (15, -2.686530), 
(16, - 1.8872991), (17, -4.666637), (18, -3.223218), (19, -3.561831), (20, -3.025143), 
(21, - 1.980529), (22, -0.508856), (23, - 1.176109), (24, -0.627007), (25, -0.829664), 
(26, -2.761251), (27,0.09136), (28, - 1.378766), (29, - 1.725211), (30, - 1.176109), 
A, = 41.858074, A, = 42.826271. 
The dual objective value of this solution is V( y, A) = 0.26590. Moreover, plugging in this into 
(43) and (44) produces the following primal solution x with 30 components: 
(1,0.04923), (2,0.05095), (3,0.05017), (4,0.05081), (5,0.05057), 
(6,0.15470), (7,0.14471), (8,0.14979), (9,0.14858), (10,0.15050), 
(11,0.04923), (12,0.05095), (13,0.05017), (14,0.05081), (15,0.05657), 
(16,0.15470), (17,0.14471), (18,0.14979), (19,0.14858), (20,0.15050), 
(21,0.04923), (22,0.05095), (23,0.05017), (24,0.05081), (25,0.05057), 
(26,0.15470), (27,0.14471), (28,0.14979), (29,0.14858), (30,0.15050). 
Computing the corresponding primal objective vaiue and constraints, we see that G,(x) = 
0.26590, G,(X) = 0 and G,(X) = 0. Notice that the primal objective value is exactly equal to the 
dual objective value V(y); hence we have generated an optimal solution, qi = xi, i = 1,. . . , 10, 
with objective value 0.26590. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper we have provided a geometric programming approach to the minimum 
cross-entropy problem with entropy-type constraints. The dual perturbational method not only 
showed its theoretical value in proving the weak and strong duality theorems, but also led to a 
potential computational procedure that would allow us to use a general-purpose optimizer to 
solve this problem. 
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